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107 Core Tables1 Nation X X .csv

State X X .csv

County X X .csv

MCD X X .csv

Place X X .csv

Place-County X X .csv

MSA/CMSA X X .csv

PMSA X X .csv

Congressional District X X .csv

Tabular Profile1 Nation X X X

State X X X

County X X X

MCD X X X

Place X X X

Place-County X X X

MSA/CMSA X X X

PMSA X X X

Congressional District X X X X

Narrative Profile Nation X .zip

State X .zip

County X .zip

MCD X .zip

Place X .zip

Place-County X .zip

MSA/CMSA X .zip

PMSA X .zip

Congressional District X .zip X

Ranking Tables2

   Educational Attainment
   Median Household Income
   Median Value
   Other Language
   Percent Below Poverty

Travel Time to Work  

State
X X

html
.xls

X

Place3

X X
html
.xls

X

County 4

X X
html
.xls

X
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Notes:

The products described here will not be available in these formats on the Census Bureau’s American
FactFinder.

1 An Excel spreadsheet will be created for each of the fifty states plus DC.  Each of these files will
include three columns (estimate, lower bound and upper bound) for the nation, the state, and all sub-
state geographies, making it easy for data users to compare a geographic area to the state, the nation,
or another area within the state.  MSAs, CMSAs and PMSAs that are wholly contained within the
state will appear in the state file.  MSAs, CMSAs, and PMSAs that cross state boundaries will be
displayed in a separate spreadsheet for multi-state areas.

In addition, the data will be made available in ASCII files.  One file will be created for each of the
107 core tables, each file containing all geographic summary areas for which that table can be
produced.  All files will use a common record layout.

As a final processing step, the Census 2000 Supplementary Survey tables are "filtered" to avoid
releasing data for geographic areas where the number of sample cases is too small and displaying the
data would risk disclosing information for individuals. If a table is filtered out it will not appear in the
spreadsheet or text file for that geography. (For example, PCT005 does not exist in the files for
Alabama). 

2 Ranking Tables includes a graph (html on C2SS site; pdf on embargo site), a table showing the data
(html), and a chart of statistical significance (xls).

3 Ranking Tables for places are national rankings of the 64 places (cities) which we are publishing. 
There are only 3 places with household population greater than 250,000 which we are unable to
publish – Lexington-Fayette, KY; Louisville, KY; and Corpus Christi, TX..

4 Ranking Tables for counties are national rankings of the 216 counties which we are publishing.  There
is one county with a household population greater than 250,000 which we are not publishing –
Marion County, FL.  Because of the large number of counties included (216) we will NOT produce
the graph for County Rankings -- we will only produce the table of data and the chart of statistical
significance.
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Core Tables

The core tables are comprised of 107 tables that feature the core information used to develop tabular
and narrative profiles of demographic, social, economic, and housing characteristics.  These tables
provide the most detailed data on all topics and geographic areas.  Tables include totals and subtotals. 
Table identification begins with a letter that refers to the type of data in the table, and then a 3-digit
number. 

Tables are labeled as follows: 
P population tables; 
H housing tables; 
PCT population tables that will cover geographies down to the census tract level (when those data

are available);
HCT housing tables that will cover geographies down to the census tract level (when those data are

available);

For example, ‘‘Table P004. Sex by Age‘‘ is a population table with the sequential number, ‘‘4’’. 

See core_summary_table_specs.xls for a layouts of the 107 core tables.

A total of 52 summary table spreadsheets will be created – one for each of the fifty states plus DC, and
one for metropolitan areas that cross state boundaries.  

States

Each of the 51 “state” files will have seven worksheets – one for each summary level being produced. 
The worksheets will be named as follows:

050-County
060-County Subdivision
155-Place-County
160-Place
380-MSA-CMSA
385-PMSA
500-Congressional

There will be one row for every summary table line (including the title, universe, and “M” lines). The
first three columns of each worksheet will contain the Table ID, Order #, and Description.  Following
that, there will be three columns (estimate, lower bound and upper bound) for the nation, the state, and
all sub-state geographies for the given summary level.  If there are no data for a geographic summary
level the worksheet for that level will contain the following message:

There are no data for this geographic summary level.
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Metropolitan Statistical Areas

MSAs, CMSAs and PMSAs that are wholly contained within the state will appear in the state file. 
MSAs, CMSAs, and PMSAs that cross state boundaries will be displayed in a separate spreadsheet

for multi-state areas.

Example of the core tables spreadsheet:
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Tabular profiles

Tabular profiles provide estimates of selected characteristics for each geographic area. In addition,
some medians and distributions are provided, as appropriate. Tabular Profiles are presented in four
distinct sets of characteristics: General Demographic, Social, Economic and Housing Characteristics.
The profiles come complete with the margin of error, as indicated by the upper and lower bounds
around the estimate. These bounds represent the 90-percent confidence interval. The smaller the
spread of numbers, or confidence interval, the more confident the user can be in the estimate of the
characteristic of interest.  In the profile, filtered lines are indicated with an "N" in the estimate, lower and
upper bound columns. 

A total of 52 profile spreadsheets will be created – one for each of the fifty states plus DC, and one for
metropolitan areas that cross state boundaries.  

States

Each of the 51 “state” files will have seven worksheets – one for each summary level being produced. 
The worksheets will be named as follows:

050-County
060-County Subdivision
155-Place-County
160-Place
380-MSA-CMSA
385-PMSA
500-Congressional

There will be one row for every profileline (including the title, universe, and “M” lines). The first three
columns of each worksheet will contain the Table ID, Order #, and Description.  Following that, there
will be three columns (estimate, lower bound and upper bound) for the nation, the state, and all sub-
state geographies for the given summary level.  If there are no data for a geographic summary level the
worksheet for that level will contain the following message:

There are no data for this geographic summary level.

Metropolitan Statistical Areas

MSAs, CMSAs and PMSAs that are wholly contained within the state will appear in the state file. 
MSAs, CMSAs, and PMSAs that cross state boundaries will be displayed in a separate spreadsheet
for multi-state areas.
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Example of the tabular profile spreadsheet:
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Narrative Profiles

Narrative profiles are plain-language descriptions with representational graphs to complement the
standard tabular profiles. These easy-to-read profiles summarize information on a wide array of
subjects in words, rather than numbers, for the general-purpose users. Newspaper reporters and grant
and loan applicants can quickly obtain information on a dozen or more key topics important to your
community. Users will find simple charts and graphs illustrating changes in that community.  If any of the
underlying summary tables are filtered out, then the narrative profile for the same geographic area will
not be published.
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Rank Tables

Rank Tables show how your state, county or city compares to other states, counties or cities. Users will
find tables, graphs, and matrices, comparing estimates for Educational Attainment, Median Household
Income, Median Value, Other Language, Percent Below Poverty, and Average Travel Time to Work.
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